
CJAM’s top tips for running a successful webinar 

Webinars, or web-based seminars, are a great and cost-effective way to speak directly to 

your audience about a whole host of issues. For example, you could run a webinar to 

educate people about important business, health or safety issues, introduce them to new 

products or services or launch new research findings. The possibilities are infinite. But how 

do you get started? What’s the key to holding a successful webinar and how do you leave 

your audience eager to know more and keen to connect? 

Here are our tip tops to making a webinar work for your organisation: 

1. Once you’re confident that holding a webinar would be an effective way to contact

your audience, find a reliable webinar provider. It’s important to get this right, as

the technology must run smoothly on the day. Technical glitches can ruin the flow of

any well prepared presentation. We recommend using an established provider such

as WebEx. The CJAM team can give you the low down on the top providers around

and help you register your webinar.

2. Get creative with your topic and headline. Avoid jargon and opt for something

catchy and engaging that will grab people’s attention. Questions are a good way to

do this, such as, ‘How do you win new members on a tight marketing budget?’

Choose something that will be easily searchable for your audience too. What type of

search terms might they be using to find information?

3. Create a landing page on your website with all the information about the webinar,

including what it will cover and what participants can expect to take away from it. The

page should include a form for people to register their names and contact details.

Make sure each person receives an automatic reply containing all the information

they need for the webinar, and ideally an automatic calendar invite that they can

simply add to their calendars. Decide how or if you’ll charge people to attend, and

make sure there’s a safe way for them to pay online.



4. Communicate far and wide with your target audience. Give them plenty of notice

that the webinar is taking place and make sure you emphasise the benefits of

attending. Plan in advance how you’re going to distribute the information – will you

use press releases, blogs and social networks, newsletters or direct email marketing,

for example? You could even consider creating a short video to explain what people

will learn by tuning in. Keep it simple and informal, and present a friendly yet

professional overview of what it’s all about.

5. Prepare your content thoughtfully. Ensure that you’ve paid attention to detail when

compiling your presentation. Remember that people don’t have a lot of spare time in

their working day, so keep it concise and keep to the point. What new insights can

you provide on the topic in hand? How will the information you provide help your

audience? Make sure that you communicate clearly and provide a sufficient amount

of detail, while providing links to more in-depth follow-up information. Prepare a clear

agenda, factor in time for questions and answers and make sure you use compelling

visuals.

6. Assemble a strong team around you. You’ll need a facilitator and subject matter

experts (one of whom could be you!) and you might want to consider asking your

facilitator or another colleague to act as an assistant, collating questions for speakers

and responding to people’s technical queries during the webinar. It’s a good idea to

do a practice run before you go ‘on air’ for real. Schedule a time when you and your

team can go through the whole webinar from start to finish. This will help you to make

sure you keep track of time accurately!



7. Measure your success. Measure your audience’s response to your webinar, right

from the moment you first publicise it. Track how many people are responding to

emails or via social media, for example. And when it comes to the webinar itself,

don’t be disappointed if not everyone who registered attends. Expect at least a third

to drop out on the day. Send an email after the webinar to everyone who registered

with a link to the recorded content. That way, you can see who visits and downloads

the information.

Case study – TyreSafe webinar inspires part-worn crackdown 

CJAM ran a webinar for leading tyre safety organisation TyreSafe on the dangers of part-

worn tyres, which helped to inspire a wide-spread crackdown on part-worn tyres in the UK. 

The webinar was aimed at Trading Standards Officers and included a comprehensive 

presentation with detailed insights, advice and technical tips on conducting effective local 

investigations. It also featured a question and answer session. Importantly, the webinar gave 

TyreSafe the opportunity to communicate in a cost-effective way with an key audience. More 

than 80 people participated nationally, with the result that Trading Standards Officers up and 

down the country stepped up their efforts to investigate the sale of illegal and dangerous 

part-worn tyres.  
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